
 

 

nisi dominus 

 

 

my flatmate has bought for us a brand-new technicolour shower curtain printed with the 

portrait of white jesus.      i am not taken with the concept but must wash my flesh eventually 

so here      i am, upright, and there he is, hung    from the wonky railing with his doe-eyes, 

pollyanna fingers and his cold white lamb  

“they are all to be outwitted,                                                                                      all these fathers” 

the next time i go to buy shampoo i will ask                         what do you have that is king-size 

  

the body is given over to others in order to persist 
we all start / with having been / given over 

 



This is an ordinary act of communication 

Fun 
Bored 

         Masc4Masc 
             How U    Doing 
          Meet                      Meat 

            MeetMan                             ManMeat 
                                                 Needcock                           Wantcock 

       Looking                    Notaps 

       Now  Now                                                      
Jockstrap 

Need 

Come Now 

C
um

C
um

C
um



 Boy Pussy - No Pussy 
These Empty Receptacles 



Say It Like You Mean It 

 

I guess it would be easy 

if we were the type. 

Then maybe I could stop guessing. 

 

Instead, 

you know just what to say, 

as I don’t want to hear it. 

 

So we sit and play  

at being Man  

and being Woman -  

 

Pretending this works. 

 

 

 



I Love my Liver: 

I do not offer you a healthy body: 

dry eyes 
itchy hair 
blocked nose 
scarred skin 
aching muscles  
tired blood 
twisted feet 
torn tendons  
wrong brain 
bent back 
weak hands 
crocked fingers  
poisonous kidneys  
infected throat  
lungs crackle 
knotted intestines  
BUT 

the liver is lovely  
fresh 
pink 
warm 
the body has not been kind to the liver  
bullied and bruised  
like an abused lover 
she is loyal  

I love my liver 

by Amelia Woodruff



The Sims

Dry eyes blink

inside lonely hand

picks terracotta tiled 

floor

down thru

down thru

d-d-d-down thru

generations

germinations

terracotta tiled floor

stubborn eyes inside story click

cursor 

over 

carpet

inside house

inside box asks and box wants repeat

repeat wealth

repeat eyes over

soft screen

dust hairy

Peach screen 

fleshy finger feel

felt

screen

and sweaty hand

outside

irritated eye

wants wants wants

wants lines in between sperm

wants sperm

wants baby

wants baby dead

inside outside house  inside outside eye



Walk It Off. 

At least twice a week, I walk from my house, through the woods and down to the graveyard. Today, I 

pause at all the benches on the way down to write notes. I’ve walked these paths since I was a child, 

riding bikes with skinned knees. Whenever I am feeling stressed or I’m having a bad day I walk it off. 

My safe thinking place. CA. Conrad’s was trying to find ways to be PRESENT, breathing in the fresh 

air helps me feel connected. Feeling the hint of rain on the wind, as it twirls the leaves around me. I 

used to ignore the graveyard, walk past it to the statue of Arria. The meeting of the two waters. Look 

out at the motorway and wave at the passing cars.  Now there’s a grave I visit, I tell him about my 

week or I ask him for advice. I don’t need a reply but it’s cathartic. CA. Conrad was trying to find a 

way to heal, after the loss of their boyfriend Earth and they said that someone told them to heal the 

world you must heal yourself first. I’d like to think I’m working on it.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

IT GETS BETTER WITH TIME 

 

 scab 

            on finger 

              evidence 

              time heals 

           scar remains 

      ticking arms 

  slipping sands 

 cannot mend 

 your broken  

mind 

 

we could 

share mine 

cross contamination 

caressing cerebrum 

let you 

rest in 

peace and 

warmth caged 

inside me 

 

I’d let 

you breath 

the air 

from my 

lungs 

I’d put 

the earth 

on rewind 

erase the 

watch on 

my wrist 

it’s too 

big for 

me 

 

 





      Diospyros 

ministrations inside kirked fingers 
        wandering  

    those hazy aisles 
rubbing the skin of  fruit 

under their thumbs 

gathering in warmth 
             and season 

little labours past thought 
     or behind        

or before 
  
 a small fixing of  cuffs 
              of  collars 
 like mothers always 
  licking 

at their deliverance 



wake up.  

  

w a k e u p.  

  

wake up!  

  

we’re not done with you yet. i know you’re tired, but you have to keep moving, keep breathing, keep 

dancing. i know you didn’t ask for the race that society threw you into, but what else is there? you’ll 

lift your head, put on your face, wear something pink. your hands won’t look like hands anymore, 

but that’s okay, they’re not your hands they’re his hands. nothing is ever truly your own, not your 

identity, not yourself, nothing.  

  

don’t you remember the rules? don’t talk too much, don’t tease too much and always remember 

you’re here to serve. you must remember you must remember that service is your purpose and that 

safety will taste like blood in your mouth as you bite your tongue. it’s not his fault he’s worth more 

than you, he didn’t choose this either. but still, you silently burn. 

  

you think you can escape this. you think you can erase the years of damage done by people who 

didn’t understand. you’re wrong. it lives under your skin now, it’s made its home in everyone who 

looks at you. there have been too many years of man woman man woman woman man man man 

man woman man. you’re trapped.  

  

sometimes you dream of a future that’s more. better, brighter, more equal. maybe your children’s 

children will get to choose, get to escape this cotton candy cage. if you could tell them anything, 

what would it be? Be one, be the other, be both, be neither, be nothing and everything. you are not 

designed by anyone other than you. pick up a paintbrush and be whoever the fuck you want. we’re 

not done with you yet, sweetheart, but perhaps one day.  

  

So, wake up.  

  

w a k e u p.  

  

wake up! 



‘Sometimes I wish I could brutally  
	 	 deform young, attractive 
	 	 queer-identified artists 
	 	 Then they’d really know 
	 	 what it means to be queer’ 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Felix Bernstein 

When you’re naked by the water, it’s hard to keep a  
poker face.  
can’t read my can’t read my book while you’re hanging this loveable (very 
Alain Delon in The Swimming Pool) so I pretend to sulk and wonder  
	  
I fell into the pool, my flip flops were cheap (anything, anything but 
espadrilles, please) 

blistering heat, wet speedos, and no signal 
then we can’t really tell, but probably tedious American shagging, then the 
expectation of a well-placed pop banger (when picking the soundtrack: 
always balance affect with ironic framing— Cannes loves Xavier Dolan, 
even if his mouth doesn’t quite close when he’s thinking) 

Your exit was definitely fleshy, very naked, forearms taut gripping the pool 
edge, 
seemed to be uninterested in gaga but we can tell from the closeup of your 
irregular leg hair that this is affected hypocrisy.  

To me it seemed like an important thing 
like the gradual lengthening of your dick



Prime Time 



into my mother’s bed i clamber 

into my mother’s bed i clamber 
in two, my mother’s bed i clamber 

(fear//relief) 
(acceptance//reluctance) 

(warmth//frost) 

(head and heart) 

into my mother’s bed i clamber 
into my mother’s bed i wander 
into my mother’s head i wonder 

flat planes of soft sustenance 
secure sleep. 

fragile in place 

anchored 

into my mother’s bed i clamber 

her head i claim 
her heart i rest 

// 



                                                              Solitude is a Sickness 
 
 
                                                                 Wake alone 
 

Brush teeth while looking in the mirror at you and you only. Put headphones in. Block the 
chirping of Blackbirds. Squish autumnal leaves and smile as they scream. Laugh at languages 

you don’t understand. Deny the homeless the sanctity of your stare. Pretend they are not 
present. Walk fast past the pensioner. Scoff with sass. Dine alone. Refuse to thank the cashier 

for their service. Keep walking. Slow your pace as the person in front holds the door open, make 
them suffer. DO NOT say thank you. Glare at them as you momentarily meet with the tip of your 

fingers. As you exit, get on a bus. Keep headphones on at all times. Avoid eye contact at all 
costs. Take offence to the invasion of your privacy. It is not permitted to speak to strangers - 
your parents told you so. Squish the fly stuck between the crevice of the window and seat. 

Sleep to the soft sound of silence.  
 

Wake alone 
 Brush teeth 

 Headphones on  
Block 

Squish  
Laugh 
Deny 

Pretend  
Glare 
Offend 
 Avoid 
 Squish  

Sleep, alone 
 

 Repeat.  
 
                          Do this everyday until your decomposing corpse is eaten by worms 
 
 
  



INVERT THIS ADVICE: The Strength of Society 
 

 
 

find bliss in the  
conventionally mundane 

 
brush your teeth  

with vigour  
until they bleed 

turn to your partner and 
                                                                                         kiss fiercely 

you are now blood lovers 
laugh maniacally 

 in public and 
                                                                                                          soak the last ray of sunshine  

of the semester 
be present 

remember to 
                                                                                                           attend to your surroundings  

at all times 
find wonder in the exoskeleton  
                                                                                                      of translucent leaves breathing  

through cracks of trees 
get on a bus without direction 

shuffle along so the fly can sit  
 

get off. but only  
                                                                                            after you have made a new 

connection 
 

practice patience with pedestrians 
lose some weight in your wallet 

 
give and expect nothing in return 

do this for three days and your face 
will ache from smiling                                                                    repeat for a lifetime 

 
fall soundly asleep to the beat of two synchronised hearts. 

 
 
 
 



 



 

WE DON’T KNOW HOW WE GOT HERE 

 

9 



Same Day Reservation 
 
 
Refuse company if you must - this is a time to be alone. Dress yourself, and do so well. Start 
with silk socks - feel the labour of worms between your toes. From then on it is up to you, as 
long as you are not indecent and would reasonably expect to be accepted at a mid-tier restaurant. 
Smooth yourself down three or four times, fix yourself this way and that. Step outside and make 
your way to the restaurant, preferably by the quickest route. You, of course, have a reservation. 
Upon arrival, you hold the door open behind you for a second, in a way that merits a second 
glance from the greeter/host/maître d’hôtel. *SURNAME*, Table For Two, Seven O’Clock. Of 
course, right this way, are you to be joined later? This is where you reply with a simple NO, and 
smile contentedly. Peruse the menu, make small comments to the chair across from you, 
internally or externally as your social sensitivity dictates. Decide in yourself what sounds good. 
When the waiter returns, ask for two plates of *MAIN MEAL* and a bottle of wine. When they 
arrive, let the hesitation play out. Watch the second plate as it’s sat in no man’s land. Tuck in. 
Make small talk, but build towards something bigger. Sway the conversation to more interesting 
topics; let it meander a path through the evening, allow an improvisational tone. When 
everything is said, or nothing is, and you can’t face another bite, call for the bill. Argue over the 
tip, then leave too much anyway. Communism can wait till tomorrow. On the way out, do not 
look back. There are more important things now. At the mouth of the restaurant, reach out your 
hand as if to push back a strand of hair. Agree to make a course for your bedroom. Make love, all 
alone. Fall asleep, holding nothingness in your arms. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

David Currie 



quietness 
 

the fragrancy of solidarity 
captioned in the hesitancy of your presence 
a fecund step-sister to seclusion 

FEBRILE JESUS 
 clasp me to your running cup 

turn back the shards of widowery 
black fall and bastardry 
suckle at the faintness of my passion 

SKY-CLAD SALVATOR  
bury me in your bosom 

wrestle the how of dying from the earth 
 
 
 

 

David Currie 



I feel sick from all the lozenges I just stuffed in my mouth for the sake of this fucking poem 

Can we be twins now

are we connected


You taste like honey and lemon to me

and I taste like 


off brand

honey and lemon to you


Sisters now, I think

My voice is starched white sheets; bleach


can you sooth me 

You want to cough your guts out all over me


you see, related maybe

honestly I hope you’re doing ok


I want to tuck you into my washing machine

and take over your body


we are the echo machines 

that creep along the streets


Maybe our pains are the same

You swallowed thick coals


I know

you must be struggling like I am


both of us

sucking our bitter honey and lemon


hoping it will sweeten

the glaring lights


blaring in our eyes.

Rowan Bland


